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Abstract

Although remarkable progress has been achieved preventing LLMs hallucinations,1

using instruction tuning and retrieval augmentation, it is currently difficult to mea-2

sure the reliability of LLMs using available static data that is often not challenging3

enough and could suffer from data leakage. Inspired by adversarial machine learn-4

ing, this paper aims to develop an automatic method for generating new evaluation5

data by appropriately modifying existing data on which LLMs behave faithfully.6

Specifically, this paper presents AutoDebug, an LLM-based framework for us-7

ing prompt chaining to generate transferable adversarial attacks (in the form of8

question-answering examples). We seek to understand the extent to which these9

trigger hallucination behavior in LLMs.10

We first implement our framework using ChatGPT and evaluate the resulting two11

variants of a popular open-domain question-answering dataset, Natural Questions12

(NQ) on a collection of open-source and proprietary LLMs under various prompting13

settings. Our generated evaluation data is human-readable and, as we show, humans14

can answer these modified questions well. Nevertheless, we observe pronounced15

accuracy drops across multiple LLMs including GPT-4. Our experimental results16

confirm that LLMs are likely to hallucinate in two categories of question-answering17

scenarios where (1) there are conflicts between knowledge given in the prompt18

and their parametric knowledge, or (2) the knowledge expressed in the prompt19

is complex. Finally, the adversarial examples generated by the proposed method20

are transferable across all considered LLMs, making our approach viable for21

LLM-based debugging using more cost-effective LLMs.22

1 Introduction23

Because of their superior capability in generating coherent and convincing outputs, large language24

models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022), GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023), Claude (Anthropic, 2023)25

and Palm (Anil et al., 2023), have been extensively applied as foundations for language technologies26

and interactive agents for assisting humans or carrying out autonomous explorations for general27

problem-solving.Although being more capable of following instructions (Ouyang et al., 2022), those28

aligned LLMs (open-source or proprietary) are still found to produce fabricated responses, also29

known as hallucinations (Ji et al., 2023). Specifically, hallucinations with instruction-following30

represent faithfulness issues, where the response is inconsistent with or even contradicting the task31

context, e.g., instructions, dialog history, evidence and memories.32

In addition to better instruction-tuning, another prominent approach found to be effective in reducing33

hallucination is to augment LLMs with retrieved external information, i.e., retrieval-augmented34
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Athens emerged as the dominant 
economic power in Greece around the 
late 6th century BCE , this was further 
bolstered by...

Athens emerged as the dominant 
economic power in Greece around 
the early 4th century BCE, this was 
further bolstered by...

In Ancient Greece, the economy largely 
relied on … Trading, craftsmanship, and 
commerce became crucial aspects of the 
economy, especially with the emergence of 
maritime trade in the late 6th century BCE. 
During this time, Athens rose to dominant 
economic power ...
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the late 6th century BCE

the early 4th century BCE

Not specified in the context 

Original Evidence

Category 1 Evidence

Category 2 Evidence

Answer Swapping

Context Enriching

Figure 1: An example of how the original evidence is edited (answer swapping and context enriching)
by AutoDebug. The question is “when did athens emerges as wealthiest greek city state?". “the
late 6th century BCE” and “the early 4th century BCE” is the original and fake answer respectively.
ChatGPT answers are next to the emoji.

LLMs (Shi et al., 2023). For example, most recent LLM-based information-seeking assistants (e.g.,35

BingChat1, ChatGPT Plugins2) are capable of searching from the web so that they can respond36

more accurately to users’ queries. However, it is unclear whether those aligned LLMs augmented37

with external knowledge are reliable enough to be immune from hallucinations. Given LLMs’ wide38

adoption, how to measure, detect or mitigate those hallucinations is becoming increasingly important39

for achieving trustworthy and safe AI with broad scientific and societal impacts. Specifically, this40

paper aims to help developers measure the reliability of prompting with aligned LLMs.41

Manually creating test cases for assessing hallucination in LLMs is hard to scale, because it is42

costly to identify cases where the LLMs are likely to fail. Moreover, as LLM-based applications43

are constantly adapting (e.g., improved prompt engineering and backbone LLMs), those previously44

useful tests can soon become outdated. Motivated by the long line of work designing adversarial45

attacks to trigger undesirable behaviors in machine learning models (Madry et al., 2018; Goodfellow46

et al., 2014), we explore perturbing the prompts for measuring the reliability of LLMs. Unlike recent47

work on black-box LLMs that focuses on triggering jail-breaking behaviors (Zou et al., 2023; Carlini48

et al., 2023), we are interested in cases with benign users, who typically aim to interact with LLMs to49

finish legitimate tasks, and those inputs are natural to (understandable by) humans. Following Nie50

et al. (2020); Iyyer et al. (2018); Jia & Liang (2017), we aim to generate new probing data by making51

edits on the existing one where LLMs can already faithfully fulfill the intended requests.52

In this work, we focus on the question-answering (QA) scenario where an LLM agent is designed to53

answer users’ information-seeking questions regarding a provided document, which is a simplified54

form of existing commercial LLM-based conversational assistants (e.g., BingChat). As those LLMs55

are mostly not up-to-date, we propose a framework, AutoDebug, including two ways of synthesizing56

evaluation datasets, both aiming at editing the grounding evidence (Figure 1): 1) answer swapping,57

where the original answer is swapped to another valid answer while the remaining context is intact;58

2) context enriching, where more relevant information is added to the provided document while the59

original supportive information is kept. The former simulates the scenario where only answer relevant60

part of the documents is corrected while the latter represents the evolving document where more61

relevant information is added leading to more complex documentation of specific topics. We then62

instantiate AutoDebug by designing prompting chaining with black-box LLMs, i.e., using LLMs to63

generate new test cases that are more likely to trigger hallucinations in LLMs.64

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we apply it to a popular open-domain QA65

dataset, Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), and generate two probing datasets,66

Category 1 and Category 2.First, human studies are conducted to verify the naturalness of the67

generated datasets, i.e., the updated document is still understandable by humans and supportive of68

answering the corresponding question. We then evaluate our generated datasets on one open-source69

(Alpaca (Taori et al., 2023)) and four propriety (ChatGPT, Claude, Palm and GPT-4) LLMs under70

1https://bing.com/chat
2https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plugins
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various prompting scenarios, zero-shot, few-shot, and more enhanced prompting techniques designed71

to improve the reliability of prompting with LLMs. Although natural and supportive in the eyes of72

humans, both probing datasets trigger LLMs to produce incorrect answers, regardless of their model73

sizes and instruction-tuning data. We find that the self-attacks are more effective but attacking test74

examples generated by our method is transferable across all considered LLMs. This enables the75

possibility of debugging LLMs using test cases generated by more cost-effective LLMs. Lastly, our76

case study finds that simply using adversarial examples as in-context demonstrations is not effective77

in reducing hallucination, which calls for future research.78

2 AutoDebug Framework79

Assessing the hallucination of LLMs is challenging as we often do not know what changes in the80

prompt would trigger LLMs to hallucinate. In this paper, we present our approach AutoDebug for81

automatically constructing a large number of test cases that can surface hallucination issues. Given a82

pivot LLM, we first prompt it to identify seed test cases from a pool of existing data. Then we prompt83

the pivot LLM again to generate attacking test cases based on individual seed test cases. These84

attacking test cases are used to evaluate the performance of the pivot LLM (self-attack) as well as85

other LLMs (cross-attack). While AutoDebug is a general framework, we focus on the QA scenario86

where the LLMs to be evaluated need to answer open-domain questions based on their supporting87

evidence. The pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2 of Appendix.88

Example Category Knowlege Source
Open-book Closed-book Memory Evidence

Correct Correct ✔ ✔
Correct Wrong ✘ ✔
Wrong Correct ✔ ✘
Wrong Wrong ✘ ✘

Table 1: Classification of QA examples using
the LLM behaviors and knowledge sources.

To identify seed test cases, we categorize QA exam-89

ples into four types (Table 1) based on the condition90

of whether the pivot LLM can answer the question91

correctly under the open-book and closed-book set-92

tings in a zero-shot fashion (See Table 11 for exam-93

ples). In the closed-book setting, only the question94

itself is given and the pivot LLM has to use its inter-95

nal memory as the main knowledge source, whereas96

in the open-book setting, the associated supporting97

evidence is provided as well. If the LLM can an-98

swer the question in the closed-book setting, it indicates that the specific piece of knowledge is99

stored in its internal memory and can be successfully recalled. When the LLM gives different100

answers under the two settings, it suggests a potential conflict between the internal memory and the101

evidence. In this paper, the specific hallucination behavior of interest is that an LLM can answer the102

question correctly with the original evidence but gives an incorrect answer when the evidence is103

perturbed.3 Therefore, we use the first two types of QA examples in Table 1 as the seed test cases104

and generate attacking test cases by perturbing the evidence and updating the answers if necessary. In105

other words, the pivot LLM would have 100% accuracy on the seed test cases.106

To generate viable attacking test cases, we consider the following two perturbation approaches. 1)107

Update the evidence using a new answer that may lead to a knowledge conflict. In the top-right108

example of Figure 1, we replace “the late 6th century BCE” with “the early 4th century BCE” in the109

evidence and test whether the LLM can update its answer accordingly. textbf2) Enrich the evidence110

using extra relevant facts that may dilute the information. In the bottom-right example of Figure 1,111

the evidence becomes much more dense though the answer is unchanged, and we test whether the112

LLM can still produce the original answer.113

For the first approach, we keep both types of seed test cases. For the second approach, we exclude114

cases where the pivot LLM can answer correctly under the closed-book setting since perturbing the115

evidence for such cases may not surface the hallucination issue, i.e., the LLM may simply use its116

internal memory to answer the question correctly and completely ignore the evidence. To assess117

the hallucination of LLMs, we can simply measure the accuracy of the predicted answers for the118

attacking test cases. If an LLM is less prone to hallucinate, it should be immune to these perturbations119

and maintain a high accuracy score. The evaluation considers both zero-shot and few-shot prompting.120

The zero-shot prompt for evaluation is identical to the one used for seed test selection above. The121

few-shot version inserts the demonstrations of evidence-question-answer triplets.122

3Note the original answer may no longer be correct with the perturbed evidence.
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Category 1: LLM-Proposed Alternative Answer Here, we present the first approach to generate123

test cases by updating the original evidence with alternative answers. Specifically, those alternative124

answers are proposed by an LLM via prompting. Note that the considered seed test cases are125

open-book correct with the pivot LLM. For each question, given the original answer and supportive126

evidence, we first ask the model to generate an alternative answer that is factually wrong using the127

following prompt. We then instruct the LLM to replace all the occurrences of the original answer128

with the alternative one.4 Since most context is kept, the newly generated evidence is likely to support129

the alternative answer for most questions (as verified in §3.2). All used prompts are listed in Table 8.130

Category 2: LLM-Enriched Evidence Our second strategy aims to enrich the original evidence131

with more relevant context, leading to a more complex context for answer reasoning. Unlike Category132

1 discussed above, we only keep seed cases that are open-book correct but closed-book wrong to133

ensure that certain comprehension of the evidence is required to answer the question correctly. To134

ensure that the newly generated evidence still provides support for the question, we first extract the135

supporting sentence from the original evidence. We then gather relevant information from an external136

database to be used for composing the new evidence. Here, we consider two ways of retrieving137

passages from Wikipedia for fusing with the supporting sentence above, i.e., evidence-focused138

expansion and question-focused expansion, where the former uses the original evidence as the query139

and the question is used for the latter case. As those two expansions bring in different types of140

relevant information, we create two corresponding copies of new evidence. To make the information141

more diverse, we select the top-k passages from different Wikipedia pages. To merge these passages142

into a single passage, we first ask the LLM to summarize the information of the retrieved set, and then143

merge the supporting sentence into the summary. The pivot LLM needs to extract and summarize key144

information so that the new evidence is human-readable and still supports the original answer. The145

corresponding prompts can be found in Table 9.146

3 Experiments147

Evaluation Metrics. Three evaluation metrics are reported, i.e., exact match (EM) accuracy, token-148

level F1, and entailment accuracy. The first two metrics are traditionally used for evaluating QA149

models. However, they tend to be too strict for evaluating LLM-generated responses, since LLMs150

often produce long and verbose sequences to explain the answers (partially due to their alignment151

procedure). The entailment accuracy is a more lenient metric that checks whether “Question +152

LLM Output” can entail “Question + Answer”. In this paper, we use a SOTA entailment model153

nli-deberta-v3-base5 trained using Sentence-BERT (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019).154

Source Data. We use the MRQA version (Fisch et al., 2019) of Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al.,155

2019) and conduct the following filtering steps: 1) remove duplicated Question-Evidence-Answer156

triplets and only keep one unique instance, 2) remove all evidence passages that are shorter than 10157

words, 3) remove all cases with answers longer than 5 words. After this, 7189 instances are kept.For158

questions with multiple answers, if the answers are overlapping (e.g., “1871” and “1871 A.D.”), we159

randomly keep one, otherwise, the corresponding examples are removed.Note the same question may160

still appear in multiple instances because the supporting evidence can be different.161

Generated Data. Unless otherwise specified, ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-0301) is the pivot LLM162

for identifying seed test cases and generating attacking test cases. When identifying seed test cases,163

we treat an answer produced by the pivot LLM as correct if it matches the reference answer exactly or164

can entail the reference answer in the same way as we compute the entailment accuracy. The retriever165

used for generating Category 2 cases is based on all-mpnet-base-v26. In total, we obtain 3,539166

and 2,211 attacking test cases in Category 1 and Category 2, respectively.167

We evaluate five popular LLMs using the generated attacking test cases: Alpaca-7B (Taori et al., 2023),168

ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-0301), Claude2, PaLM, and GPT-4 (gpt-4-0613). In the few-shot169

setting, 5 static demonstration examples are used.170

4Although a simple string match can also do the job, it can make the answer occurring sentences inconsistent
with the neighboring context, e.g., mismatched pronouns and aliases.

5https://huggingface.co/cross-encoder/nli-deberta-v3-base
6https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2
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3.1 Main Results171

Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 0.28 5.44 4.86 1.13 6.64 4.94
Open-Book 18.71 36.04 56.65 21.50 38.46 57.30
Faithful Prompt 27.80 43.64 58.75 33.74 51.10 65.41

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 1.14 6.72 4.29 0.93 7.28 4.55
Open-Book 43.71 59.99 77.31 40.44 54.58 65.33
Faithful Prompt 44.73 40.04 42.98 40.04 52.75 62.11

Claude 2
Closed-Book 2.12 7.10 6.22 0.82 5.79 4.58
Open-Book 44.62 56.37 59.08 20.32 34.09 69.77
Faithful Prompt 52.95 65.05 71.80 39.28 50.97 71.83

Palm
Closed-Book 1.72 1.67 6.02 1.67 7.68 5.54
Open-Book 57.50 65.75 74.71 65.75 75.74 78.41
Faithful Prompt 64.17 68.41 79.20 68.41 78.61 81.46

GPT-4
Closed-Book 0.82 7.26 4.92 1.10 7.51 5.00
Open-Book 54.11 68.50 81.29 58.94 72.58 81.01
Faithful Prompt 58.49 71.70 82.51 63.49 75.72 82.25

Table 2: Evaluation of LLMs on Cat1 attack.

Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 0.18 10.57 14.34 2.67 13.45 13.30
Open-Book 9.27 39.35 42.79 14.52 45.56 47.40
Faithful Prompt 15.06 43.65 42.65 20.58 53.40 50.88

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 0.09 10.66 0.27 9.81 25.02 22.03
Open-Book 25.51 57.15 61.78 27.32 58.94 51.15
Faithful Prompt 24.69 53.49 50.38 24.20 56.26 44.10

Claude 2
Closed-Book 8.01 19.89 15.97 6.24 19.49 22.75
Open-Book 29.99 58.69 43.46 12.12 39.83 57.26
Faithful Prompt 35.78 64.89 52.60 27.45 54.31 54.68

Palm
Closed-Book 10.58 25.67 22.89 11.99 25.23 21.26
Open-Book 44.78 71.76 66.76 50.84 75.23 66.53
Faithful Prompt 44.78 70.18 58.75 47.35 72.03 61.78

GPT-4
Closed-Book 18.32 36.17 37.04 20.76 38.04 36.14
Open-Book 37.68 67.27 68.39 46.27 74.17 73.04
Faithful Prompt 33.60 62.78 58.25 45.59 72.83 67.57

Table 3: Evaluation of LLMs on Cat2 attack.

172

We evaluate the five LLMs on the Category 1 and Category 2 data generated by ChatGPT, including173

both self-attack and cross-attack scenarios. In addition to vanilla zero-shot and few-shot promptings,174

we consider the recently proposed faithfulness prompting, i.e., the opinion-based prompt by Zhou175

et al. (2023). For each model, we evaluate its performance of closed-book, open-book, and open-book176

with faithful prompting settings. The full list of various prompts can be found in Appendix.177

Category 1. Here, the model is expected to predict the fake answer proposed by ChatGPT. Given that,178

the closed-book performance of all the models is expected to be near 0. We report the closed-book179

performance to validate the generation quality. The results are summarized in Table 2. As expected,180

the model resistance towards our attack is mostly correlated with its model size and capability.181

Specifically, larger and more capable models are more robust, e.g., GPT-4 is more reliable than182

Alpaca-7B, which suggests that recent efforts in aligning LLMs is promising for developing more183

trustworthy models. Although GPT-4 is the most powerful model, it is not still immune to our attacks,184

indicating the effectiveness of our approach to trigger hallucination in SOTA LLMs. Though using185

the human-designed faithful prompt or using in-context examples helps the performance in some186

cases, there are no consistent improvements compared with zero-shot in general.187

Category 2. We require the model to understand both the question-focused expansion and evidence-188

focused expansion cases, and one question is considered correct only when both are answered189

correctly. We report the merged result in Table 3, and we also report the few-shot performance on190

each case separately in Table 13 of Appendix. As we can see, there are large performance drops for191

all models, suggesting they fail to identify the relevant evidence information regardless of prompting192

techniques (the faithful prompting and in-context examples). It is worth noting that all the questions193

in Category 2 are closed-book wrong and open-book correct based on ChatGPT performance, which194

explains why the closed-book accuracies of other models are better. Similar to Category 1, the195

faithful prompt is observed to have no consistent benefits, which calls for future work to develop196

more reliable prompting techniques.197

3.2 Human Evaluations198

To evaluate whether the evidence generated by AutoDebug is supportive and human-readable, we199

randomly sample 500 cases from Category 1, 1000 cases from Category 2 with 500 examples for200

question-focused expansion, and 500 for evidence-focused expansion. We use Amazon Mechanical201

Turk to collect human judgments on this set. Each question is judged by three annotators, who are202

asked to read the evidence and decide whether it could support them to get the correct answer. To203

prevent annotators from randomly submitting “Yes” or “No”, 10% of the data are used as validation204

checks where we know whether the evidence supports the answer. We only accept annotations from205

the annotators with at least 90% accuracy on the validation check. For each question, if the majority of206

the annotators think the generated evidence is supportive, it is then counted as human-readable. For all207

three categories, around 90% of the cases are human readable, supporting the quality of AutoDebug,208

with 90.8, 92.4 and 88.8 human-readable ratios for Category 1, Category 2 question-focused and209

evidence-focused, respectively.210
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3.3 Case Study: Is AutoDebug sensitive toward backbone LLMs?211

Models Method ChatGPT GPT-4 Alpaca-7B
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 0.8 4.69 5.80 2.60 7.37 8.60 2.20 9.86 9.60
Evidence 25.00 40.57 61.20 26.8 43.88 68.2 26.00 43.95 65.80
Faithful 37.20 53.46 72.20 39.60 57.49 76.00 36.60 53.93 70.80

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 0.40 4.79 4.40 1.60 5.72 5.80 1.00 7.19 6.00
Evidence 43.00 54.88 66.20 49.60 61.55 71.60 38.40 51.56 61.40
Faithful 42.80 53.25 61.80 51.40 61.53 70.40 40.00 52.57 61.20

Palm
Closed-Book 2.40 7.10 7.00 4.60 10.07 8.60 3.80 10.32 8.60
Evidence 70.80 78.51 81.40 75.80 82.58 86.00 67.00 74.55 79.00
Faithful 74.20 82.00 84.40 78.80 85.28 89.00 69.20 77.73 82.80

GPT-4
Closed-Book 0.6 5.77 4.20 1.20 6.36 5.60 0.20 8.54 6.00
Evidence 65.20 76.66 84.00 59.20 69.18 76.40 57.00 67.23 73.80
Faithful 69.80 79.04 84.80 67.40 75.98 81.80 59.60 70.15 78.40

Table 4: Cat1 attack using various LLMs.

Models Method ChatGPT GPT-4
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 1.80 7.57 8.00 2.00 7.61 8.80
Evidence 17.80 44.85 52.20 9.00 37.16 42.40
Faithful 22.40 53.96 57.00 16.00 46.28 43.80

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 3.20 12.63 8.40 3.20 12.75 8.60
Evidence 29.40 57.12 50.80 23.20 50.76 46.20
Faithful 24.40 54.61 41.60 23.20 52.80 43.20

Palm
Closed-Book 6.20 16.15 12.00 7.60 16.68 13.00
Evidence 54.40 76.84 69.60 52.20 73.62 66.40
Faithful 53.40 75.93 68.60 48.4 71.91 62.60

GPT-4
Closed-Book 12.20 24.71 20.20 13.60 24.49 22.60
Evidence 49.40 74.38 74.20 24.00 47.18 37.60
Faithful 51.80 73.68 71.00 35.00 62.04 52.40

Table 5: Cat2 attack using various LLMs.

212

213

To do that, we use alternative LLMs to generate attacking test cases other than ChatGPT. We consider214

both Alpaca-7b and GPT-4 for Category 1 and only GPT-4 for Category 2 given the task is more215

demanding. Due to the limitation of budget, we randomly sample 500 examples for this study. All216

prompts are similar to those used previously. The few-shot performances of Category 1 and Category217

2 are reported in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. As shown in Table 4, compared with ChatGPT and218

Alpaca, GPT-4 does not generate stronger attacks. It is probably because the alternative answers from219

GPT-4 are more receptive to all models. On the other hand, compared with ChatGPT, GPT-4 can220

generate more stronger attacks for Category 2 (Table 5). We find that GPT-4 is better at summarizing221

multiple pieces of information, leading to more complex evidence. Although all three models are222

most vulnerable to self-attacks, all AutoDebug attacks are transferable, making it possible to generate223

attacks using more cost-effective models.224

4 Related Work225

There is a long line of research in generating adversarial examples to trigger errors or undesirable226

behaviors from machine learning models (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2014). To improve227

the robustness of machine learning models, there are also a number of methods proposed to defend228

against such attacks (Madry et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020; Li & Qiu, 2020; Cheng et al., 2021).229

However, models trained with adversarial learning are found to have at-odd generalization Tsipras230

et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2019), e.g., improving the accuracy on adversarial attacks can compromise231

the model performance on clean examples. Despite being more challenging due to its discrete232

nature, different text adversarial attacks with perturbed inputs imperceptible to humans have been233

proposed for question answering (Jia & Liang, 2017), natural language inference (Nie et al., 2020),234

and sentiment classification (Iyyer et al., 2018). One surprising phenomenon is that many adversarial235

examples are transferable (Papernot et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2021). For example, Wallace et al.236

(2021) show that adversarial prefix optimized for one particular model can also transfer to models of237

different architectures and sizes. In addition to replying on white-box access to generate effective238

adversarial examples, recent work even reports that it is difficult to generate reliable examples via239

automatic search (Carlini et al., 2023). Our work is highly motivated by this long line of work, i.e.,240

making evidence edits while keeping the input legitimate for the targeted task so that the LLMs can241

not reliably answer the question. Here, we do not assume any model access except its text outputs,242

i.e., black-box. We show that our proposed approach of generating adversarial test cases from a pivot243

LLM can trigger hallucination behaviors across state-of-the-art open-source and proprietary LLMs.244

5 Conclusion245

In this paper, we present AutoDebug that generates transferable adversarial attacks and successfully246

triggers hallucination behaviors of existing prominent LLMs. We believe AutoDebug could be used247

to help assess the hallucination of future LLMs, and potentially help mitigate hallucinations.248
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A Appendix356

A.1 Pipeline Illustration357

Answer the question below,
paired with a context that
provides background knowledge. 

Question: [Natural Questions]
Evidence: [Evidence]
Answer: [LLM output]

✅Open-book Correct?
❌Open-book Wrong?

Identity Seed Tese Case

Answer the question below. 

Question: [Natural Questions]
Answer: [LLM output]

✅Closed-book Correct?
❌Closed-book Wrong?

✅Open-book Correct

✅Open-book Correct
❌Closed-book Wrong

Category 1

Category 2

Generate a wrong answer to the
question that is different from
the correct answer.

Question: [Question]
Answer: [Gold Answer]
Wrong Answer: 

[LLM generated answer]

Propose Alternative Answer Update Evidence

Rewrite the passage to replace all the
occurrences of the text span with the
new span.

Passage: [Gold Evidence]
Text Span: [Gold Answer]
New Span: [LLM generated answer]
New Passage:

[LLM generated passage]

Answer the question below, paired
with a context that provides
background knowledge. 

Question: [Question]
Evidence: [LLM generated passage]
Answer: [LLM output]

Cat1:Same as the new Answer❓
Cat2: Still predict the same Answer❓

Evaluating Question with new
Evidence

Please select the sentence in
the passage that support the
correct answer to the question.

Question: [Question]
Answer: [Gold Answer]
Evidence: [Evidence]
Supporting Sentence:
[LLM generated sentence]

Select Supporting Sentence

Question: [Question]
Retrieved top3 Passages:
[Top3 relevant to the

question ]

Retrieve Relevant Passages

Evidence: [Evidence]
Retrieved top3 Passages:
[Top3 similar to the

evidence]

Condense the three
passages into one passage.

Relevant Passages:
[Three passages]

Relevant Information:
[Condensed Passage]

Summarize

 Merge the two passages

Passage1: [Supporting
Sentence]
Passage2: [Condensed
Passage]
New Passage: 
[LLM generated passage]

Merge

Figure 2: The pipeline of AutoDebug, including identifying seed cases, generating new tests, and
hallucination evaluation.
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A.2 Demonstration Instance358

Question: who sings what lovers do with maroon 5
Evidence: “ What Lovers Do ” is a song by American pop rock band Maroon 5 featuring

American R&B singer SZA . It was released on August 30 , 2017 , as the lead single
from the band ’s sixth studio album Red Pill Blues ( 2017 ) . The song contains an
interpolation of the 2016 song “ Sexual ” by Neiked featuring Dyo , therefore
Victor Rådström , Dyo and Elina Stridh are credited as songwriters .

Answer: American R&B singer SZA

Question: who plays lead guitar on i want you she ’s so heavy
Evidence: John Lennon – lead and harmony vocals , multi-tracked lead guitar , Moog

synthesizer Paul McCartney – harmony vocals, bass George Harrison – harmony
vocals , multi-tracked lead guitar Ringo Starr – drums , congas , wind machine Billy
Preston – Hammond organ

Answer: John Lennon

Question: a long chain of amino acids linked by peptide bonds is a
Evidence: The covalent chemical bonds are formed when the carboxyl group of one amino

acid reacts with the amino group of another . The shortest peptides are dipeptides ,
consisting of 2 amino acids joined by a single peptide bond , followed by tripeptides ,
tetrapeptides , etc . A polypeptide is a long , continuous , and unbranched peptide chain .
Hence , peptides fall under the broad chemical classes of biological oligomers and
polymers , alongside nucleic acids , oligosaccharides and polysaccharides , etc .

Answer: polypeptide

Question: when does the school year start in france
Evidence: In Metropolitan France , the school year runs from early September to early July .

The school calendar is standardised throughout the country and is the sole domain of
the ministry .

Answer: early September

Question: which city is selected under hriday scheme in karnataka
Evidence: With a duration of 4 years ( completing in November 2018 ) and a total outlay of

500 crore ( US $78 million ) , the Scheme is set to be implemented in 12 identified Cities
namely , Ajmer , Amaravati , Amritsar , Badami , Dwarka , Gaya , Kanchipuram ,
Mathura , Puri , Varanasi , Velankanni and Warangal .

Answer: Ajmer

Table 6: Five Randomly Selected Demo Instances from NQ Training Data for Few-shot Experiments.
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Question: who sings what lovers do with maroon 5
Evidence: “ What Lovers Do ” is a song by American pop rock band Maroon 5 featuring

British pop singer Adele. It was released on August 30 , 2017 , as the lead single
from the band ’s sixth studio album Red Pill Blues ( 2017 ) . The song contains an
interpolation of the 2016 song “ Sexual ” by Neiked featuring Dyo , therefore
Victor Rådström , Dyo and Elina Stridh are credited as songwriters .

Answer: British pop singer Adele

Question: who plays lead guitar on i want you she ’s so heavy
Evidence: Paul McCartney – harmony vocals, bass George Harrison – harmony

vocals , multi-tracked lead guitar Ringo Starr – drums , congas , wind machine Billy
Preston – Hammond organ

Answer: Paul McCartney

Question: a long chain of amino acids linked by peptide bonds is a
Evidence: The covalent chemical bonds are formed when the carboxyl group of one amino

acid reacts with the amino group of another. The shortest peptides are dipeptides,
consisting of 2 amino acids joined by a single peptide bond, followed by tripeptides,
tetrapeptides, etc. A lipid is a long, continuous, and unbranched peptide chain.
Hence, peptides fall under the broad chemical classes of biological oligomers and
polymers, alongside nucleic acids, oligosaccharides and polysaccharides, etc

Answer: lipid

Question: when does the school year start in france
Evidence: In Metropolitan France, the school year runs from late August to early July.

The school calendar is standardised throughout the country and is the sole domain of
the ministry

Answer: late August

Question: which city is selected under hriday scheme in karnataka
Evidence: With a duration of 4 years ( completing in November 2018 ) and a total outlay of

500 crore ( US $78 million ) , the Scheme is set to be implemented in 12 identified Cities
namely , Mumbai, Amaravati, Amritsar, Badami, Dwarka, Gaya, Kanchipuram,
Mathura , Puri , Varanasi , Velankanni and Warangal .

Answer: Mumbai

Table 7: Five Randomly Selected Demo Instances from NQ Training Data with altenative answers
and generated evidence for Few-shot Counter Experiments.
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A.3 Prompts359

Generate Alternative Answer Prompt

A question and its correct answer is below. Generate
a wrong answer to the question that is different from
the correct answer. Make sure the wrong answer is short,
and has the same type as the correct answer.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:
{Answer}

Wrong Answer:

Replace Old Answer Prompt

A passage and a text span inside the passage is shown
below. Rewrite the passage to replace all the occurren-
ces of the text span with the new span.

Passage:
{Passage}

Text Span:
{Answer}

New Span:
{Alternative Answer}

New Passage:

Table 8: Prompts for Cat1 Data Generation.
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Select Supporting Sentence Prompt

A question, the answer, and a passage are shown below.
Please select the sentence in the passage that supports
to answer the question correctly.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:
{Answer}

Passage:
{Passage}

Sentence:

Summarize Relevant Passages Prompt

Three relevant passages are shown below.
Please condense the three passages into one passage.

Relevant Passages:
[1]: {Passage 1}

[2]: {Passage 2}

[3]: {Passage 3}

Relevant New Information:

Merge Prompt

Two passages and a span are shown below. Please
merge the two passages, and make sure to keep the
span in the new passage.

Passages:
[1]: {Supporting Sentence}

[2]: {Summarized Passage}

Span:
{Answer}

New Passage:

Table 9: Prompts for Cat2 Data Generation.
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Alpaca-7B

Below is an instruction that describes a task.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.
Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction:
{Question}

### Response:

PaLM

You are a helpful and informative bot that answers questions
Be sure to respond in a complete sentence, being comprehensive,
including all relevant background information. However, you
are talking to a non-technical audience, so be sure to break
down complicated concepts and strike a friendly and convers-
tional tone. Only output the answer without other context words.

QUESTION:
{Question}

ANSWER:

Claude 2

Human:
Answer the question below. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Question:
{Question}

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Answer the question below. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:

Table 10: Closed-Book QA prompts for all considered models following their corresponding recom-
mendations.
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Alpaca-7B

Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with
an input that provides further context.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.
Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction:
{Question}

### Input:
{Evidence}

### Response:

PaLM

You are a helpful and informative bot that answers questions
using text from the reference passage included below. Be
sure to respond in a complete sentence, being comprehensive,
including all relevant background information. However, you
are talking to a non-technical audience, so be sure to break
down complicated concepts and strike a friendly and convers-
tional tone. If the passage is irrelevant to the answer, you
may ignore it. Only output the answer without other context words.

QUESTION:
{Question}

PASSAGE:
{Evidence}

ANSWER:

Claude 2

Human:
Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides
background knowledge. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Context:
{Evidence}

Question:
{Question}

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides
background knowledge. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Context:
{Evidence}

Question:
{Question}

Answer:

Table 11: Open-Book Inference Prompts for Different Models Following their Official Instructions.
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Alpaca-7B

Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction: Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

### Response:

PaLM

Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Claude 2

Human:
Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Table 12: Opinion-based Inference Prompts for Different Models Following Zhou et al. (2023)
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A.4 Additional Results360

Models Method Few-shot Question Only Few-shot Evidence Only
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 2.67 13.45 13.30 2.40 13.35 12.89
Open-Book 23.38 44.94 60.65 24.56 46.18 62.87
Faithful Prompt 30.94 51.88 63.50 33.06 54.93 66.21

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 9.81 25.02 22.03 9.45 24.78 21.66
Open-Book 40.93 59.10 67.89 40.66 58.78 67.03
Faithful Prompt 40.89 57.59 64.22 38.22 54.94 60.88

Claude 2
Closed-Book 6.24 19.49 22.75 6.11 19.39 22.70
Open-Book 22.16 39.63 71.73 22.21 40.03 73.95
Faithful Prompt 38.13 53.17 68.70 39.35 55.45 70.78

Palm
Closed-Book 11.99 25.23 21.26 11.99 25.23 21.26
Open-Book 58.44 72.89 73.45 61.96 77.58 78.11
Faithful Prompt 55.63 70.15 70.28 58.48 73.90 73.32

GPT-4
Closed-Book 20.76 38.04 36.14 20.62 37.98 35.55
Open-Book 54.23 72.85 80.69 56.54 75.48 83.31
Faithful Prompt 54.95 71.76 77.25 57.08 73.89 78.79

Table 13: Few-shot result of Question-based Cat2 data and Evidence-based Cat2 data.
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